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MAGNETIZATION
The surface is created
combining rubber and
mineral ingredients to make
it magnetic.

SMOOTH SOLID RUBBER TOP
LAYER
The vulcanized rubber top
layer has a smooth finish
and optimal grip with no
need for additional finishes
or surface coatings. The
surface is durable and
highly resistant to wear and
tear. Our rubber top layer is
available in many different
colors, including colors that
mimic the look of real
hardwood.

CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER
Our sport surfaces are
made from two layers of
solid rubber vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless
surface.

ZONE-IT
MAKE YOUR FUNCTIONAL TRAINING SESSIONS MAGNETIC.

Zone-It is a modular flooring (available in an Interlock version with connectable tiles) and wall-covering
system that was designed based on MONDO’s experience developing surfaces for cardio workouts. The
system’s special magnetic charges and kit of detachable magnets, which can be used both on the flooring
and the walls, enable quick and easy customization of your training sessions and areas. The smooth,
non-porous finish makes Zone-It slip-proof and ensures the perfect grip coefficient for functional training,
where heavy equipment loads and rotational training movements are constant.
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Z02

ZONE-IT

Training is a continuous drive for improvement. So your training space shouldn’t impose limits on you. Design your
area to respond perfectly to your workout needs.

 

A workout that’s even more yours

With its magnets kit combined with the magnetic flooring and wall surfaces, Zone-It is the ideal solution for quickly
and easily personalizing your functional training area. An infinite number of configurations and fun, colorful designs
allow you to dedicate a single space to different activities simply by moving the magnetic elements.

 

Change workouts, not spaces

The set of mobile magnets sset allows you to personalize any space so that it’s designed around your training
sessions. Zone-It is ideal for every training routine, and it provides maximum comfort and complete safety due to a
double-layered vulcanized rubber structure that ensures the right mix of shock absorption and energy return. Plus,
Zone-It’s smooth finish guarantees the perfect grip, reducing the risk of muscle injuries.

ZONE-IT MAGNETIC SPORT FLOORING SYSTEM

Thickness Weight Tile Size
6 mm 8,6 kg/m² 91,35 x 91,35 cm
 

COLOR RANGE
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Z02

Z01

Z02

ZONE-IT MAGNETIC SPORT FLOORING SYSTEM

Thickness Weight Tile Size
10 mm 13,9 kg/m² 91,35 x 91,35 cm
 

COLOR RANGE
 

ZONE-IT MAGNETIC WALL SYSTEM

Thickness Weight Tile Size
36 mm 12.3 kg/m² 91 x 58 cm
 

COLOR RANGE
 

ZONE-IT MAGNETIC SPORT FLOORING SYSTEM INTERLOCK

Thickness Weight Tile Size
8 mm 11,2 kg/m² 90 x 90 cm
 

COLOR RANGE
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ZONE-IT MAGNETIC KIT FOR FUNCTIONAL TRAINING
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